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relationship between religion and science wikipedia - various aspects of the relationship between religion and science
have been cited by modern historians of science and religion philosophers theologians scientists and others from various
geographical regions and cultures even though the ancient and medieval worlds did not have conceptions resembling the
modern understandings of science and religion certain elements of these modern, major religions ranked by size
adherents com - islam contemporary figures for islam are usually between 1 billion and 1 8 billion with 1 billion being a
figure frequently given in many comparative religion texts probably because it s such a nice round number that figure
appears to be dated however relatively high birth rates in muslim countries continue to make islam a fast growing religion,
hellenistic monarchs sketches in the history of western - hellenistic monarchs down to the roman empire the hellenistic
age suffers from some of the same disabilities as late antiquity i e it doesn t measure up to the brilliance of the golden age of
greece and of late republican and early imperial rome, and intolerance in world religions religious tolerance - those
verses in the qur an that indicate a positive attitude towards other monotheistic religions are often quoted by muslims to
show that islam is a friendly religion intent on peaceful cooperation with other religions
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